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CERT-In Monthly Security Bulletin February 2010
Cyber Intrusion Trends
Cyber Intrusion during February 2010

In this month 117 security incidents were reported to CERT-In from various National/ International agencies. As shown in
the figure, 54 % incidents related to Phishing were reported in this month. Other reported incidents include 19 %
unauthorized scanning , 12 % virus/worm under the Malicious code category 02 % Spamming and 13% incidents related to
technical help under the Others category.
In this month CERT -In tracked 16 C&C (Command & Control) servers and 158851 bot -infected computers existing in
India . The concerned ISPs were intimated to dis -infect the bot infected systems and C&C servers to mitigate botnets .

Indian Websites Defacement

510 Indian websites were defaced during February 2010. The vulnerabilities which might have been exploited for the defacements are :
Vendor/Product
Apache HTTP Server
Joomla!
Joomla!
Joomla!
phpMyAdmin
Microsoft -IIS
Apache
Joomla!
Joomla!
Joomla!
PHP
PHP

Title of Vulnerability

References & Patch Information

Apache "mod_isapi" Module Unloading Code Execution Vulnerability
kisssoftware-index-sql-injection
hotbrackets-id-sql-injection
jvideo-v-sql-injection
phpMyAdmin Multiple Security Issues
Remote Authentication Bypass Vulnerability in Microsoft IIS 6.0 WebDAV
Apache "Options" and "AllowOverride" Security Bypass Vulnerability
Multiple SQL injection vulnerabilities in Joomla!
SQL injection vulnerability in the JoomlaCache CB Resume Builder
com_php for Joomla "id" Parameter Remote SQL Injection Vulnerability
CRLF injection vulnerability in phpMyAdmin
Static code injection vulnerability in setup.php in phpMyAdmin

CVE-2010-0425
CVE-2010-0946
CVE-2010-0945
CVE-2010-0803
CVE-2009-4605
CIVN-2009-63
CIVN-2009-66
CVE-2009-3661
CVE-2009-3645
CVE-2009-2400
CVE-2009-1149
CVE-2009-1151

Open proxy servers

Statistics of Open Proxy Servers tracked during February 2010

Any proxy server that doesn't restrict its client base to its own set of clients and allows any other client to connect to it is
known as an open proxy server. An open proxy server will accept client connections from any IP address and make
connections to any Internet resource.
CERT -In tracked 225 open proxy servers functioning in India during February 2010. All the concerned ISPs were alerted
immediately to shut down the open proxy servers. A bar chart of open proxy servers tracked during this year is shown in the
figure.

Website Compromise and Malware Propagation

CERT-In is tracking malicious web sites/URLs on regular basis. In this month CERT-In tracked 875 websites infected with
malicious contents. A user visiting these websites/URLs is redirected to malicious sites which downloading malicious code
such as virus, worm, trojan. keylogger, rootkit on to the user's computer.
The website owners are informed to remove the infection from these websites and are advised to strengthen the security of
their websites.

Statistics of WCMP tracked during Feb 2010
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Attack Trend

It has been observed that the actvities of Zeus bot is circulating widely. It is an information -stealing trojan which aims to capture infected users banking login credentials and send them back
to a remote server in real time. This Trojan arrives on the system as a file downloaded from malicious web pages or as attachment with spammed messages claiming to be critical updates, fake
alerts, from social networking sites etc. CERT-In had published an alert in this regard.
CERT-In has observed that an unspecified 0-day vulnerability in Mozilla Firefox was released that could allow attackers to execute arbitrary code.
Adobe and Symantec announced potential code execution vulnerabilities related to flaws in ActiveX controls. The attacker could execute code on a user's system by convincing the user to view a
malicious website.
It has been also observed that a search engine poisoning was going on to trick the charities while searching for "Chile Earthquake".
Training

Workshop on " Secure Architecture for System Administrators " on February 26, 2010
A Workshop on “Secure Architecture for System Administrators” has been conducted on February 26, 2010. The aim is to provide up-to-date knowledge to the system administrators on essential
components, tools and techniques to create the secure computer network environment in order to minimize the security risk and attacks. Delegates were from Government
Departments/Ministries, PSUs and Critical sector organisations.
Workshop on" Security Information and Event Management " on February 17, 2010
A Workshop on “Security Information and Event Management” has been conducted on February 17, 2010. The aim is to create awareness within the Government and critical sector organisations
on improving the computer security & security operations with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) technology which facilitates an essential component of compliance
reporting, log management and threat management. Delegates were from Government Departments/Ministries, PSUs and Critical sector organisations.
[Presentation Material]
Security Alerts

The critical and medium vulnerabilities in various Operating Systems, Application software and Network devices discovered during February 2010 and their countermeasures along with widespreading malicious code like virus/ worm/Trojan are given below:
High Vulnerabilities
Discovery/Publish
Vendor/Product
Title of Vulnerability
CERT-In References & Patch Information
Date
Multiple Vulnerabilities in Microsoft Windows, Office, Paint, SMB, Shell
Microsoft
CIAD-2010-09
Handler, ActiveX Control, Windows TCP/IP, Hyper-V, CSRSS, Kerberos February 11, 2010
and Windows Kernel
Microsoft
Microsoft Windows Kernel Privilege Escalation Vulnerabilities
February 11, 2010
CIVN-2010-22
Microsoft
Microsoft Internet Explorer Remote Information Disclosure Vulnerability February 05, 2010
CIVN-2010-09
Adobe
Multiple Vulnerabilities in Adobe Flash player and AIR
February 18, 2010
CIAD-2010-11
Oracle
Multiple Vulnerabilities in various Oracle products
February 12, 2010
CIAD-2010-10
Sun Java
Multiple Vulnerabilities Sun Java System Web Server
February 08, 2010
CIAD-2010-06
phpMyAdmin
Multiple Vulnerabilities in phpMyAdmin
February 08, 2010
CIAD-2010-08
RealNetworks
Multiple Security Vulnerabilities RealNetworks RealPlayer
February 08, 2010
CIAD-2010-07
Apache
Apache mod_proxy "ap_proxy_send_fb()" Integer Overflow Vulnerability February 01, 2010
CIVN-2010-05
CiscoWorks Internetwork Performance Monitor Remote Buffer Overflow
Cisco
February 03, 2010
CIVN-2010-06
Vulnerability
Adobe
Adobe Acrobat and Reader PDF Handling Code Execution Vulnerability February 25, 2010
CIVN-2010-35
Juniper
Juniper Installer Service Buffer Overflow Vulnerability
February 25, 2010
CIVN-2010-34
Mozilla
SVG Document Cross Domain Scripting Vulnerability in Mozilla Products February 24, 2010
CIVN-2010-33
Web Worker Array Handling Heap Memory Corruption Vulnerability in
Mozilla
February 24, 2010
CIVN-2010-32
Mozilla Products
Mozilla
Multiple Memory Corruption Vulnerabilities in Mozilla Products
February 24, 2010
CIVN-2010-31
'showModalDialog()' Cross Domain Scripting Vulnerability in Mozilla
Mozilla
February 24, 2010
CIVN-2010-30
Products
Mozilla
HTML Parser Remote Code Execution Vulnerability in Mozilla Products February 24, 2010
CIVN-2010-29
Kerberos
Multiple Vulnerabilities in MIT Kerberos 5 AES and RC4
February 12, 2010
CIVN-2010-24
OpenSolaris
Race condition vulnerability in OpenSolaris AutoMake utility
February 05, 2010
CIVN-2010-08

Vendor/Product
Linux
Apache
Cisco

Medium Vulnerabilities
Discovery/Publish
Title of Vulnerability
Date
Multiple Vulnerabilities in Linux Kernel
February 24, 2010
Multiple Vulnerabilities in Apache Tomcat
February 03, 2010
Cisco Security Agent Remote Denial of Service Vulnerability
February 25, 2010

CERT-In References & Patch Information
CIAD-2010-12
CIAD-2010-05
CIVN-2010-37
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Linux
Linux
Novell

Linux Kernel connector Denial of Service Vulnerability
Linux Kernel "do_pages_move()" Local Denial of Service Vulnerability
Novell eDirectory eMBox SOAP Request Denial of Service Vulnerability
Trend Micro OfficeScan URL Filtering Engine Buffer Overflow
Vulnerability
Cisco Secure Desktop Remote XSS Vulnerability

Trend Micro
Cisco
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February 24, 2010
February 18, 2010
February 18, 2010

CIVN-2010-28
CIVN-2010-27
CIVN-2010-26

February 12, 2010

CIVN-2010-23

February 04, 2010

CIVN-2010-07

Malicious Code Threats
Title of Malicious
Code

Zeus Botnet / Zbot

Type

Overview

Win32/Zbot , also
commonly known as
Zeus bot , is a family of
information -stealing
trojan which aims to
Worm
capture infected users
banking login
credentials and send
them back to a remote
server in real time.

Aliases

Discovery Date

Win-Trojan/Zbot (AhnLab), Win32/Kollah
(CA),Win32/Spy.Zbot (ESET), TrojanSpy.Win32.Zbot(Kaspersky), PWS-Zbot
(McAfee), Avalanche botnet (other),Wsnpoem
(other),Zeus botnet (other)

Win32/Nirbot.A, Win32.Nirbot.P,
Win32.Nirbot.S (CA), W32/Sdbot.worm!
678b37ba, W32/Sdbot.worm!
33800, W32/Nirbot.worm (McAfee),
W32.Spybot.AVEO is a
W32/Delbot-G, W32/Delbot-H, W32/Delbot-I,
worm that attempts to
W32/Delbot-J, W32/Delbot-K, W32/Delbot-L,
exploit a number of
W32/Delbot-M, W32/Delbot-N, W32/Delbot-O,
vulnerabilities in order
W32.Spybot.AVEO Worm
W32/Delbot-P, W32/Delbot-Q, W32/Delbot-R,
to spread. It may also
W32/Delbot-S, W32/Delbot-AN (Sophos),
spread through network
W32.Rinbot.B, W32.Rinbot.C, W32.Rinbot.D,
shares protected by
W32.Rinbot.E, W32.Rinbot.H, W32.Rinbot.L,
weak passwords.
W32.Rinbot.T, W32.Rinbot.V, W32.Rinbot.Y
(Symantec), WORM_RINBOT.G,
WORM_RINBOT.F, WORM_RINBOT.H (Trend
Micro).)
W32.Scrshotvid is a
worm that spreads by
W32.Scrshotvid
Worm copying itself to
mapped and removable
drives.

References

http://www.cert-in.org.in/virus/Zeus_Botnet_Zbot.htm

http://www.symantec.com/business/security_response/writeup.jsp?
February 23, 2010 docid=2010-022312-1929-99&tabid=3

http://www.symantec.com/business/security_response/writeup.jsp?
February 27, 2010 docid=2010-022701-0723-99&tabid=3

Creaky old Windows flaw rises, divides doommongers
[Source: theregister.co.uk] 24 February 2010
A new Windows-based denial of service attacks reportedly exploits a 10-year old OS flaw to crash vulnerable systems.
Independent security experts downplay the likely impact of the bug even though 2X Software, the virtual computing firm that discovered the bug, is talking up its supposed seriousness. Versions
of Windows from the latest Windows 7/Server 2008 versions down to Windows 2000/Server 2003 are affected by the flaw, according to 2X.
2X, which is not well known in the world of information security research, issued a press release over its discovery billing it "one of the biggest security vulnerabilities in the Windows OS for
many years".
Beyond saying the bug can result in a blue screen and system reboot, 2X's release is scant on details. Independent security experts are suspicious of reading too much into 2X's claims.
[More]
Microsoft cripples the Waledac botnet
[Source: net-security.org] 26 February 2010
Microsoft has requested and was granted a temporary restraining order that resulted in the takedown of 273 Internet domains that are believed to belong to criminals that operate the massive
"Waledac" botnet and were being used command and control centers for all the infected zombie computers roped into the botnet.
Under the code name “Operation b49”, an investigation was conducted for months and resulted in this effective "beheading" of the botnet that was responsible for sending over 1.5 billion spam
emails per day.
According to the post on Microsoft's official blog, the complaint was filed and the court order was issued in secret, as not to alarm the bot-herders and allow them time to set up new domain
names and control systems. The takedown was successful and the domains went down. The great majority of zombie computers are temporarily "free" from the grasp of the botnet operators and
practically harmless.
[More]
The Kneber botnet - FAQ
[Source:. blogs.zdnet.com] 18 February 2010
A recently uncovered network of compromised hosts dubbed, the “Kneber botnet“, managed to successfully infect 75,000 hosts within over 2,500 organizations internationally, including Fortune
500 companies as well as Local, State and U.S Federal Government agencies.
The name Kneber comes from the email used to register the initial domain, used in the campaign - HilaryKneber@yahoo.com. What’s particularly interesting about this email, is the fact that it
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was also profiled in December, 2009’s “Celebrity-Themed Scareware Campaign Abusing DocStoc” analysis, linking it to money-mule recruitment campaigns back then.
It’s a mini Zeus crimeware botnet, one of the most prevalent malicious software that successfully undermining two-factor authentication on the infected hosts (Report: 48% of 22 million
scanned computers infected with malware), and is slipping through signatures-based antivirus detection (Modern banker malware undermines two-factor authentication) due to the
systematically updated binaries.
[More]
Adobe plugs critical hole in Download Manager
[Source:. blogs.zdnet.com] 23 February 2010
Adobe shipped a patch for a critical vulnerability in its Download Manager utility, warning that hackers could exploit the issue to take full control of Windows computers.
The vulnerability, discovered by Aviv Raff, could potentially allow an attacker to download and install unauthorized software onto a user’s system, Adobe said in an advisory.
The vulnerability affects Adobe Download Manager on Windows (prior to February 23, 2010).
The Adobe Download Manager, which is used to push security patches to Windows computers, is intended for one-time use and is designed to remove itself from the computer after use at the
next computer restart.
However, Adobe is recommending that users verify that a potentially vulnerable version of the Adobe Download Manager is no longer installed on their machine.
[More]
Thousands Of Organizations Worldwide Hit By Widespread Malware Attack
[Source: darkreading.com] 18 February 2010
Yet another sign that the Zeus Trojan isn't just for stealing consumer online banking credentials anymore: Some 2,500 enterprises and government agencies worldwide have been infiltrated by a
botnet spreading the pervasive piece of malware, a security firm revealed .
The attacks by the so-called Kneber or BTN1 botnet infected around 75,000 systems during a period of a year-and-a-half, and were discovered by researchers at NetWitness, which issued a
report on the botnet. NetWitness found 75 gigabytes worth of stolen data on Jan. 26, which it ultimately traced to the botnet. Among the victims of this botnet, according to a published report in
the The Wall Street Journal, are Merck, Cardinal Health, Paramount Pictures, and Juniper Networks.
But unlike the recent attacks on Google, Adobe, and nearly 30 other companies, the Zeus attacks by Kneber were not targeting the victim organizations, nor did they attempt to camp out and
infiltrate the organizations for espionage or intellectual property theft purposes. Instead, the victim organizations in the Zeus attack were merely swept up in a wider series of attacks by the
Eastern European criminal gang or gangs behind the botnet. This was more of a "smash, grab, and go" type of attack where the criminals infected the machines and siphoned as many credentials
as they could without sticking around for too long, according to Alex Cox, the senior consultant and member of the research department at NetWitness who discovered the attacks.
[More]
Almost 2,500 firms breached in ongoing hack attack
[Source : securityfocus.com] 18 February 2010
Criminal hackers have penetrated the networks of almost 2,500 companies and government agencies in a coordinated campaign that began 18 months ago and continues to steal email passwords,
login credentials, and other sensitive data to this day, a computer security company said.
The infections by a variant of the Zeus botnet began in late 2008 and have turned more than 74,000 PCs into remote spying platforms that have siphoned highly proprietary information out of at
least 10 federal agencies and thousands of companies, according to research from NetWitness, a Herndon, Virginia-based network forensics firm. Many of the victims are Fortune 500 firms in
the financial, energy, and high technology industries.
Company researchers have already reported the attacks to federal authorities and are in the process of notifying individual victims.
[More]
Preparing Your Enterprise For Cyberwar
[Source: darkreading.com] 28 February 2010
CNN's broadcast of the Cyber Shockwave simulation helped to demonstrate that major government agencies in the U.S. aren't ready to even find the source of such an attack, much less defend
against it. And many organizations that play a role in critical infrastructure are even less prepared than those agencies.
Many enterprises believe that if they aren't directly involved in banking, utilities, or critical infrastructure, then they won't be involved in a cyberattack. But even in the politically motivated
attacks we've seen so far, there has been collateral damage. Most recently, theAurora attacks against Google and U.S. companies demonstrated that no company is safe from becoming a target.

[More]
Microsoft warns over rogue Security Essentials
[Source: theregister.co.uk] 26 February 2010
Microsoft has warned Windows users to be on their guard against a piece of rogue antivirus software passing itself off as Microsoft Security Essentials.
Security essentials 2010 is a piece of software Microsoft said installs a fake virus scanner on your machine and]monitors and blocks processes it doesn't like.
The software will also block access to websites of antivirus and malware companies and flag up a warning message. Security essentials 2010 blocks access by downloading a Win32/Alureon
component and another Layered Service Provider component, Microsoft's David Wood wrote on the company's Malware Protection Center blog.
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[More]

Latvian hacker tweets hard on banking whistle
[Source: securityfocus.com] 26 February 2010
A hacker has become a popular hero in the Baltics, and scourge to the authorities, by leaking information on the finances of banks and state-run firms to Latvian TV.
The whistle-blowing cracker, who calls himself Neo in an apparent Matrix tribute, is feeding embarrassing information such as the pay of managers who work for a Latvian bank that received a
credit crunch bail-out to the media via Twitter.
The information reveals that bankers failed to take promised salary cuts after their banks were forced to take a state hand-out to stay afloat. Other juicy titbits involve undisclosed bonuses to
senior staff at supposedly near-destitute state-owned firms.
Senior government officials are reportedly earning 2,000 lats ($4,000) a month or more while the salary of teachers has been slashed by one-third to $600 a month as part of an unpopular
austerity package, AP reports.
[More]
SEO poisoning reaches a new level
[Source: net-security.org] 25 February 2010
To improve the chances of installing their malware on random computers, scareware peddlers have decided to set up more that 60 websites that contain hundreds of possible search matches for
hot/trending topics.
On topics ranging from the Olympics to the death of Alexander McQueen, the searches present not just a few malicious links, but a myriad. According to F-Secure, the search matches on those
malicious websites overlap considerably, so that when you search for a particular topic, almost all of those website will pop-out in the search results, and a lot of them in the top 10:
[More]

Is 2010 the year of the cloud?
[Source: net-security.org] 24 February 2010
Research by Resource on Demand claims to show the company has been receiving a record number of enquiries for salesforce and SaaS specialists during the first month of the year.
According to Rolf von Roessing, international VP of ISACA the 233 per cent surge in recruitment requests seen by the firm during January signals that, after brief gestation, cloud computing is
firmly set to take off into the mainstream in 2010.
“The financial and organizational benefits of switching to cloud-based storage and systems are clearly driving this surge in demand, as witnessed by Gartner's recent prediction that, within the
next four years, 20 per cent of firms will have no appreciable local resources as a result from switching,” he said.
[More]

Intel hit by 'sophisticated' hack last month
[Source : theregister.co.uk] 23 February 2010
Intel says it was hit by a "sophisticated incident" in January in which hackers attempted to breach its digital defenses, making it the latest US company to admit it is being targeted by online
miscreants.
The world's biggest chipmaker made the acknowledgment in a recent filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission under a section devoted to risks that could have an adverse effect on
the company's bottom line. It is the first time Intel has included hacking as a risk factor.
The disclosure came as recently reported breaches at Google, Adobe and some 2,500 companies and government agencies have stoked concern that many of the world's most powerful
organizations can't keep their systems secure despite their formidable resources. Intel officials believe no intellectual property was intercepted, a company spokesman said.
[More]
Twitter users targeted by BZPharma phishing attack
[Source: net-security.org] 22 February 2010
The latest attack on Twitter users took the form of the fascinatingly curiosity-raising phrase "Lol. This you??" and it's variants "Lol. this is me??" and "Lol, this is funny."
Apparently, there are people out there who still can't resist such invitations or click on links without thinking or taking a good look at them. If they did, they would notice that the URL is not the
true Twitter login page, but one that will redirect them to a phishing page located at http://twitter.verify.bzpharma.net/login:
But, even if the user follows the link, no harm is done if Twitter login credentials aren't entered and the "Sign In" button clicked on. But, once this is done, the user can look forward to his
account being used for propagation of pharmaceutical spam.
[More]
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The Top 10 Enterprise Botnets
[Source: darkreading.com] 17 February 2010
Four little-known botnets were behind half of all botnet infiltrations in enterprises last year -- and the No. 1 botnet hitting corporate networks carried the infamous Zeus crimeware.
Damballa, which provides anti-botnet services for enterprises, revealed the Top 10 botnets it found in its customers' networks in 2009; the so-called ZeusBotnet accounted for nearly 20 percent
of all bot infections, while the KoobfaceBotnetB botnet accounted for 15 percent.
Koobface overall had a surprisingly large representation. The worm, typically spread via social networks such as Facebook and MySpace, was the main malware carried by two additional
botnets, Koobface.D (5 percent) and Koobface.C (4 percent). The malware was used as a foot in the door to hijack corporate users' accounts and to spread among other systems within the
organization, according to Gunter Ollmann, vice president of research for Damballa.
Koobface also was the most common type of malware family used by all botnets to infect enterprises, with Zeus a close second, according to Ollmann.
[More]

Securing The Virtualized Server Environment
[Source: darkreading.com] 14 February 2010
Server virtualization is becoming all the rage in many data centers as enterprises seek greater efficiency and cost savings by consolidating their hardware. Unfortunately, some of these
enterprises have overlooked the security implications of virtualizing their environments -- but hackers and security researchers haven't.
At ShmooConearlier this month, security pros had a chance to get an up-close-and-personal look at one of the newest, previously unreleased exploits for the virtualized server environment.
While not quite a zero-day vulnerability (the researchers worked directly with VMware before releasing details), the directory traversal exploit against VMware Server and ESX/ESXi is still
catching virtual server admins with their pants on the ground.
Justin Morehouse and Tony Flick's presentation, "Stealing Guests...theVMware Way," detailed the attack and included an easy-to-use tool that would allow an unauthenticated attacker to
download any guest virtual machine from an affected system. Even without the tool, the attack was simple enough to carry out with a Web browser -- throw in a quick search with Shodan, and
well, you know what they say about "idle hands."
Still feeling insecure about choosing to virtualize your servers? You're not alone. According to the CDW's "Server Virtualization Life Cycle Report: Medium and Large Businesses," 17 percent
of IT executives said their most significant barrier to server virtualization was concern about security. Concerns such as these may be one reason why only 37 percent of data and application
have been virtualized.

[More]
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